A quite complete sample of the materials, test batteries that are applied in a habitual way.

Dr. Jordi Mas i Manjon
1. Psychology Instruments

1. Attention Deficit

   CRS-R: Conners’ Rating Scales-Revised (2 tests)

2. Family

   Personal History Checklist - Adolescent

   Personal History Checklist - Adult

3. Geropsychology

4. Illness
5. Intelligence

ATFR: Arlin Test of Formal Reasoning

BETA-R: Revised Beta Examination

BETA-II: Revised Beta Examination-2nd Edition

CMMS: Columbia Mental Maturity Scale

Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test

K-ABC: Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (2 tests)

K-BIT: Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test

K-SOS: Kaufman Sequential or Simultaneous

MBA: Woodcock-McGrew-Werder Mini-Battery of Achievement

Mental Status Checklist-Adult

Minnesota Preschool Scale

MPS: Merrill-Palmer Scale

MSCA: McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities

Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability Tests

Point Scale of Performance Tests-Revised

BENDER GESTALT TEST Envelope labelled ‘Bender/ Mrs S.M.Maxwell’ containing 9 test cards only. [See also PASCAL, Gerald R. & SUTTELL, Barbara J. (1951) The Bender-Gestalt Test Quantification And Validation For Adults in the book collection - .]
BLACKY TEST. (1) THE BLACKY PICTURES Gerald BLUM 1950 Ann Arbor, Michigan: Psychodynamic Instruments complete set of 12+ Manual of Instructions (1950) subtitled ‘A Technique for the Exploration of Personality Dynamics’ (2) 2 sets of Inquiry Cards (M & F) each in spiral bound card; (3) quantity of record blanks. all in cardboard cover labelled ‘Blacky Test, 1950’, ‘Confidential’


BURT-INGLIS SPELLING TEST single sheet with graded words and spelling norms In brown pocket folder MISC. TEST MATERIALS 1.

CAIN-LEVINE SOCIAL COMPETENCY SCALE Leo F.Cain 1963 Consulting Psychologists Press, Palo Alto CA. 5 blank forms (4 photocopies)


Crichton VOCABULARY SCALE (1950) and COLOURED PROGRESSIVE MATRICES Sets A,Ab,B Blank 4pp record sheet. In brown pocket folder MISC. TEST MATERIALS 1.


HANFMANN, Eugenia & KASANIN, Jacob CONCEPTUAL THINKING IN SCHIZOPHRENIA viii+155+ (1)(list)+3 copies 3pp scoring schedule (duplicated)+typescript of pp.103-8 of manual+envelope of test materials 1942 NY:Nervous & Mental Disease Monog in folder


HEALY PICTORIAL COMPLETION TEST II (first ‘exhibited’ December 1917) 1918 Eleven pictures on 2 boards, each with blank, overlaying optional completion blocks in wooden rack, in square black box. Includes copy of William Healy ‘Pictorial Completion Test II’ no source but pag.225-239 and
almost certainly from Psy.Rev. 1918 [vol.XXV (4) ?] Bound in Stoelting wrappers as ‘Manual for Pictorial Completion Test II.’ and had their Cat.No. 46253 This contains an interesting footnote on the first page regarding ‘unfortunate newspaper publicity which surrounded my first Completion test’ and complaining of the present test’s reproduction in Yoakum & Yerkes’ Army Mental Tests without acknowledgement. Artist: Marguerite Davis


LÜSCHER, Max trans. & ed. Ian A.Scott THE LÜSCHER COLOUR TEST 185+cards ins.pocket on rear cover 1970 London:Cape d/w [with books]

MAKE A PICTURE STORY METHOD (MAPS TEST) SHNEIDMAN, Edwin S. MANUAL FOR THE MAKE A PICTURE STORY METHOD iv+92+background scene cards+figures+figure chart+2 duplic.copies of pp.197-201 of Schneidman (sic) + figure location sheet E.S. Schizophrenia and the MAPS Test Genetic.Psy.Mono.No 38 1948 1952 NY:Society for Projective Techniques and Rorschach Institute Inc. all in pocket folder

MERRIL PALMER intelligence test. in attache case

NEALE ANALYSIS OF READING ABILITY by Mary D. NEALE, 1958 Test Booklet Three Parallel Forms of Graded Oral Reading Passages Standardized for Ages 6-12 Years


O'CONNOR TWEEZER DEXTERITY TEST 4pp duplic manula (as prev.) +wooden test board, packet of pins & tweezers n.d.

PSYCHODIAGNOSTIC INKBLOTS (1) M.R.HARROWER & M.E.STEINER (n.d.) MANUAL FOR PSYCHODIAGNOSTIC INKBLOTS ( A Series Parallel to the Rorschach Blots) 112 pp. lithoed typscript. Macy Foundation funded. (2) 6 cards copyright 1945. all in foolscap envelope labelled Psychodiagnostic Ink Blots

[RAVEN’S] STANDARD PROGRESSIVE MATRICES Sets A,B,C,D and E. J.C.RAVEN 1958 London: H.K.Lewis 1st ‘printed for experimental work’ in 1936 these were revised, standardised & first published in 1938, reprinted with ‘extended norms’ in 1940 and annually until 1947, a revised version with norms from 6-65 years was issued in 1948, reprinted in 1951, further revised in 1956 and reprinted 1958, 1961, 1964, 1966. This has 1958 on f.c. although must be 1966 rep. brown p/b


SECONDARY VERBAL TEST 2 Valerie LAND n.d. N.F.E.R. Manual + blank
test booklet (7pp) Graded Vocabulary Test (Test 6 Burt's Handbook of Tests for Use in Schools) slipped in

SENTENCE COMPREHENSION TEST (1.) MANUAL FOR THE SENTENCE COMPREHENSION TEST Experimental Edition 1979 by Kevin WHELDALL, Peter MITTLER & Angela HOBSBAUM (rep.1981) Windsor: NFER-Nelson 35pp+2 (Specimen score sheet); (2) PICTURE BOOKLET FOR SENTENCE COMPREHENSION TEST 60pp, plastic spiral binding; (3) quantity of blank Score Sheets all in double-pocketed plastic folder as published.

SLEIGHT NON-VERBAL INTELLIGENCE TEST Oreston Revision Ages 8-9 Years George F.Sleight 1967 Harrap. 2 Manual of Directions, 1 blank test form, duplicated Manual in card folder


unused. in attache case

SYMBOLIC PLAY TEST by Marianne Lowe & Anthony J. Costello yellow pocket folder containing 6 blank scoring sheets + 10 stapled photocopied pp. presumably fr. manual, related to administration and scoring (2 copies, one in plastic wrapper w. a scoring blank tagged ‘master copy’) + 4pp text entitled ‘Value of Play in the Pre-School Years’.

SYMONDS PICTURE-STORY TEST 2 blue folders: (1) contains Manual for Symonds Picture-Story Test by Percival M. Symonds (2 copies) 1948, 1964 (7th printing, 1st-1948) NY: Teachers College, Columbia University + 20 test cards (complete), (2) test cards and worn manual. [Symonds’ 1965 book on the use of this test Adolescent Fanstasy is in the book collection - see main catalogue.]

SZONDI TEST DERI, Susan Foreword Dr Lipot Zondi INTRODUCTION TO THE SZONDI TEST Theory & practice xiv+354, boxed test materials 1949 NY: Grune & Stratton

THEMATIC APPERCEPTION TEST 31 test cards (inc. the blank) + Henry A. Murray (1943) Thematic Apperception Test Manual. 20pp. pamphlet. (This only calls for 20 cards.) all in rather battered printed blue box as issued by Harvard University Press, n.d.

TRAINING IN MOTOR SKILLS Margaret E. Paull & Simon H. Haskell 1972 ESA set of 8 booklets
UNIDENTIFIED An early picture completion test lacking one of twelve completion blocks. Shows schoolroom with teacher and boys. Artists H.O.Kennedy. Print pasted on canvas-backed thick three-ply.


WECHSLER INTELLIGENCE SCALE FOR CHILDREN (WISC): (1.) MANUAL FOR SCOTTISH STANDARDISATION 1965 Edinburgh: Scottish Council for Research in Education/ NY: Psychological Corporation spiral bound card; (2) WISC-R Arithmetic Problems 16-18, Picture Completion, Block Design booklet. British Edition 1976, spiral bound; (3) 5 boxed Object Assembly tests (British edition); (4) 1 boxed Block Design test (British edition); (5) Boxed Picture Arrangement test (British edition) (12 sequences+2 additional); (6) 25 unboxed blocks; (7) 2 Object Assembly layout shields; (8) 2 Child’s behavior during test rating sheets (blanks); (9) 1 strip of card with 12 schematic fir trees. ‘WISC-R’ on verso; (10) Sept.1986 letter format from Mrs S.M.Maxwell to Head Teacher re-research + some tissue paper. All in green card box labelled WISC-R [Weschler’s Manual for 1965 Scottish Standardisation is in book collection - see main catalogue.] Another set in attache case WISC-R.

WEPMAN AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TEST. Joseph M.WEPMAN. MANUAL (1958) (4pp) + wadge of Forms 1 & 2
La Fundació J.MAS s’autofinança
no s’accepten donacions econòmiques de cap procedència